WEB CONTENT MANAGEMENT

immediacy.net

CONTENT IS THE CURRENCY OF INTERACTION. IT NEEDS TO BE SHAPED,
MANAGED AND DELIVERED IN WAYS THAT ARE RELEVANT AND GENUINELY
USEFUL TO ANY GIVEN AUDIENCE. ANYWHERE. ANY TIME. ITS VALUE IS
NOT JUST MEASURED BY LOOK, FEEL OR ACCURACY, BUT BY HOW MUCH
DIFFERENCE IT MAKES. IT’S ABOUT BRINGING IMAGES, WORDS AND DATA TO
LIFE, GENERATING SOMETHING VALUABLE AND CREATING AN INTERESTING,
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE. BUILDING A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE CAN LEARN,
COLLABORATE AND GET THINGS DONE.
IMMEDIACY WCM SOFTWARE ENABLES YOU TO ACHIEVE ALL
THESE THINGS – AND MORE.

the big idea
IMMEDIACY PROVIDES A POWERFUL, OUT-OF-THE-BOX SOLUTION FOR
CREATING DYNAMIC WEBSITES AND IS WIDELY ACKNOWLEDGED BY
INDUSTRY OBSERVERS AND ANALYSTS AS THE UK’S LEADING .NET WEB
CONTENT MANAGEMENT PROVIDER.

More than 300 customers across the commercial and public
sector already trust our software to drive their online
businesses. Part of Mediasurface, the fastest growing content
management provider worldwide, and the largest in Europe,
Immediacy offers a quick, affordable solution for corporate
and public sector organisations and departments, as well as
smaller businesses, operating anywhere in the world.

THE OPPORTUNITY TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Your business could stand or fall
by the experience of the people who
visit your sites. Clever, eye-catching
design is important to pull people
in. But what keeps them there, and
keeps them coming back, is content,
interaction and results. Yours could
be the most dynamic, visually
exciting and technically
sophisticated site in the space,
but these perceptions will soon
fade if your content is not always
useful, relevant and complete.
Our Web Content Management
suite (WCMs) makes it easy for
you to create, manage and deliver
dynamic content in ways that make
your sites really stand out in what
is now a very large crowd – and to
build intranets that make it easy
for your staff to collaborate and get
things done. Everything you need to
build, maintain and grow your web,
intranet and extranet sites is now
a reality.

PRACTICAL AND
STRAIGHTFORWARD.
With very little technical know-how,
business users can soon be creating,
managing and controlling content
just the way they want to.
Immediacy is intuitive and
interacts with users through a
familiar, Microsoft Outlook®-style
user interface.
POWERFUL DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORM.
The .Net 2/3 framework makes it
easy for your developers to create
smart site functionality. There’s
plenty of scope for skill and
imagination. Your technical people
will really appreciate how easy it is
to ‘get under the bonnet’ to build
and ﬁne-tune your web applications.

“Immediacy stands
out as the easiest
to use while
demonstrating good
value for money.
Many features are
easily conﬁgurable
by a website
manager who doesn’t
have development
skills.”
Marta Eleniak,
Web Strategy
& Development
Manager,
ntl:Telewest Business

AFFORDABLE WITH RAPID
AND TANGIBLE RETURNS.
Immediacy reﬂects the need
for quick, ﬂexible, affordable
implementation, and gives you
more for your money. Projects
arrive on time and within budget
– expertly and rapidly installed
by our accredited engineers. Our
pricing model makes costs directly
proportionate to the resources you
use: Immediacy WCMs ﬁts in with
any size site and budget, with the
potential to start small and expand
to meet the needs of the world’s
largest organisations.
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introducing the web content management suite
Our formula
for success:

THE CORPORATE WEBSITE IS NOW THE PRIMARY MEANS OF ATTRACTING
CUSTOMERS AND BUILDING PRODUCTIVE, ONLINE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEM.
POWERFUL INTRANETS AND EXTRANETS ARE BEING USED TO GET WHOLE BUSINESS
AND COMMUNITIES WORKING TOGETHER. WHATEVER YOU WANT YOUR
SITES TO ACHIEVE NOW AND IN THE FUTURE, WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU TO
DEVELOP A POWERFUL, INTUITIVE AND ENGAGING WEB PRESENCE.

Easily create, publish and
manage dynamic content across
websites, intranets and extranets.
From corporate sites to social interaction.
CMS

CMS EDITOR
INTERFACE

STAGING

WSS content submissions
and blog comments from visitor
CMS MANAGER
INTERFACE

CMS actions, associated plug-ins
and deployment of aggregated
content to the live server

CREATING AND
SUBMITTING CMS
CONTENT

WAM user actions

CMS STAGING, WAM,
DS AND TCM SERVER

TCM user actions
Aggregated blog comments
downloaded for approval
in CMS

SPC PLUG-IN

Web based content
submissions are past to
the SharePoint store.

APPROVING CMS
CONTENT

BLOG COMMENTS
FOR APPROVAL

SHAREPOINT DATA
MADE ACCESSIBLE
TO CMS

CONFIGURING DS

EXTRACTING DATA
FROM SHAREPOINT
DATABASE

UPLOADING CMS,
WAM AND WSS
CONTENT TO THE
LIVE SERVER

INTERNET

LIVE SERVER

AGGREGATED
WSS CONTENT
SUBMISSIONS

AGGREGATED BLOG
COMMENTS

• Develop simple
processes to perform
complex tasks, so
that you can create
and manage online
and ofﬂine content in
imaginative new ways

FIREWALL

BLOG COMMENTS

COMPLETED FORM

SHAREPOINT
DATABASE
AMENDED BY
USER INPUTSITE

WSS STORE

LIVE

MANAGING
DOCUMENTS
AND IMAGES

INTERPRETED
SHAREPOINT
FORM

MANAGE TAXONOMIES

WEBSITE
CONTENT

FIREWALL

SHAREPOINT
USER INTERFACE

SPC Surface
Microsoft SharePoint
(WSS 3.0) content onto
any Immediacy-driven
website without
technical know-how.

Deploy two-way
synchronisation across
all Immediacy applications
and other key systems such
as Active Directory and
Microsoft SharePoint.
Immediacy DS is vital to
ensure seamless, dynamic
interaction among multiple
users, servers and locations.
DS

SPC

SITE VISITOR
WAM USER
INTERFACE

Build, manage and
store a comprehensive
pool of web assets for
rapid and intelligent
search, retrieval and
display.

WAM

TCM USER INTERFACE

TCM Create, manage and enforce
multiple taxonomies to comply with key
legislation, as well as radically improve
the relevance of search results –
ensuring a dynamic, interactive
user experience

TCM

• Build a
straightforward,
powerful and
affordable toolset
that is as accessible
and relevant to a
business user as it
is to a technician

• Create a discipline
and a system to
address the key
issues of compliance,
taxonomies,
categorisation,
design, style and
consistency
• Design a dynamic
platform that will
adapt to meet the
needs of tomorrow’s
web users
• Strive always to
help customers and
partners extract
lifelong value from
our software
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IMMEDIACY CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS): A ROCK-SOLID
PLATFORM FOR THE EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION OF WEB SPACE
NOTED FOR ITS OUTSTANDING EASE OF USE, RAPID DEPLOYMENT, AND
STRAIGHTFORWARD INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS, THE IMMEDIACY
CMS IS THE PRODUCT OF CUSTOMERS WITH BIG IDEAS ABOUT HOW TO
EXERT THE POWER OF THE INTERNET.

smart sites

IT WORKS FOR EVERYONE.
The ﬁrst thing you’ll notice about
Immediacy is how easy it is for
business users to create and
manage their own content. The
second is that it also has all the
power your developers need to get
clever with how your sites operate.
In no time at all, your users can be
creating, publishing and maintaining
their own content with little or no
training. Immediacy CMS is
intuitive and interacts with your
users through a Microsoft Outlook®style user interface, using a familiar,
Word®-style toolbar.
Immediacy provides numerous
functional modules (.Net controls)
out of the box, as well as the option
to create your own, so that you can
build smart sites.
IT’S EASY TO STICK TO THE RULES.
Compliance with tough accessibility
legislation is something you need to
pay strict attention to. Our built-in
compliance checker helps your users
to verify content against single-A,
double-A or triple-A standards at
the point of authoring. Through this
process, your users will quickly learn
how to apply best practice throughout their content.

Search engine optimisation
Immediacy websites are highly
visible to search engines such
as Google because our software
creates the XHTML-validated code
that search engines prefer. Very
effective organic search results
can be achieved when this is
combined with search engine
marketing techniques such as
page title tags, friendly URLs
and meta-rich page content.

Immediacy comes with over
40 functionality plug-ins, plus
speciﬁc components for intranets,
public sector organisations and
web marketers.

IT FITS NATURALLY INTO THE
BIGGER PICTURE.
Our software has the potential
to integrate with other, industry
leading software components.
Our integration with Microsoft
SharePoint (WSS 3.0) is a classic
example of our ability to use and
integrate with the platforms you
need to run your business.
Immediacy CMS is ﬂexible and
dynamic. We’ve created a scalable,
future proof platform that enables
you to capitalise on the very latest
internet technologies while migrating and deploying valuable content
from existing systems.
We’ve also invested heavily in tools
that meet public and private sector
needs, particularly in the area of
compliance. Plus we’ve provided
you with a discipline for
automatically enforcing content
policy to assure brand integrity, high
quality and consistent presentation.

Key beneﬁts:
• Fast to deploy
• Easy to use
• Developer-friendly
platform
• Works with key
business applications
• Standards-compliant
• Perfect for fastchanging, intuitive,
interactive sites

Your developers will love
Immediacy’s plug-in architecture
because it’s built on the .Net 2/3
framework. Together with the
Immediacy API, this makes extra
functionality fast to create
and deploy.
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Unstructured data such as ‘shared drive’ can be replaced
by a single, consolidated source of information, making
search and retrieval faster and more accurate.

Key benefits:

IMMEDIACY WEB ASSET MANAGER (WAM): ONE SOLUTION FOR ALL
YOUR ON AND OFFLINE CONTENT

• Right version, right
place, right time

IMMEDIACY WEB ASSET MANAGER CAN TRANSFORM RACKS OF DIGITAL
AND PAPER ASSETS DESTINED FOR THE WEB INTO A WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE
AND INTELLIGENCE THAT EVERYONE CAN SHARE AND PROTECT. THE USE OF
.NET 2/3 AND MICROSOFT SQL SERVER™ 2000/2005 MAKE FOR A TRULY
SCALABLE, FLEXIBLE SYSTEM.

• Accurate, traceable,
searchable content
• Supports all major
file types

IMMEDIACY WAM MAKES THE CAPTURE, MANAGEMENT, SEARCHING, STORAGE
AND DELIVERY OF ALL KINDS OF CONTENT SIMPLE FOR EVERYDAY USERS, YET
SOPHISTICATED ENOUGH TO SATISFY THE TECHNICAL PEOPLE WHO HAVE TO
DEPLOY THE SYSTEM ACROSS THE ORGANISATION.

one place

A user-friendly, browser-based interface and Basic Content Services
make it very straightforward to store, search, version and publish any
number of electronic ﬁles through Immediacy-driven sites. Published
ﬁles can be made available to users through a corporate intranet,
website or portal.
Immediacy WAM can store any web asset:
• With the award-winning eCopy® software, paper documents
are scanned and OCRed in either PDF or Word® format for
distribution anywhere in the organisation.
• Electronic documents can be added using either the Windows
Explorer view (WebDAV) or the Outlook®-style WAM interface.
Any type of electronic ﬁle – from podcasts, videos and ﬂash animations
to images, PDFs and Microsoft Ofﬁce® documents – can be stored and
managed for publication via the CMS using the following basic
content services:
• Check-out/check-in
• Document version control
• Permissioning

• Unlimited capacity
for files, folders and
versions
• Choice of interface
– Windows Explorer
view or Outlook®style WAM interface
LIFECYLE MANAGEMENT.
The Immediacy WAM makes
sure the right people are involved
in the process of creating, updating,
approving and publishing documents
and assets within a process-driven
web environment. Whatever the
content, from a podcast to a product
speciﬁcation, the Immediacy WAM
helps you to make sure the right
version is shown to the correct
audience on time.
SEARCH.
Web asset administration,
categorisation management, task
assignment and versioning tools
help you to make sure any item of
content is always complete, accurate
and traceable. Any ﬁle from which
text can be extracted will be indexed
and become searchable. Search
returns are fast and can be
conﬁgured to provide powerful
abstractions. Search and retrieval
also takes into account any indexed
metadata to deliver highly relevant
results such as ﬁle versions.

CONTENT STORAGE.
The Immediacy WAM provides a
repository for storing all the web
assets your organisation creates
or acquires. Once there, ﬁles are
indexed for search and stored in a
managed environment for control
and publication.
Smart protocols such as web-based
distribution and versioning (WebDAV), an extension to the
established HTTP system, allow
anyone to create, edit, store and
share their information at the
desktop. There’s no proprietary
coding to worry about and your
users can access documents either
through Windows Explorer view
or the native Immediacy WAM
interface. Plus we’ve incorporated
powerful tools to allow non-technical
users to store, share, and retrieve
content, without the help of an
IT expert.
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Key beneﬁts:

IMMEDIACY SHAREPOINT CONNECTOR: THE EASY WAY TO SURFACE
WSS CONTENT

• Surface SharePoint Lists,
documents and forms
as compliant,
performant web content

WINDOWS SHAREPOINT SERVICES (WSS 3.0) IS RAPIDLY BECOMING A TOOL
OF CHOICE FOR DEPLOYING COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS. BUT UNTIL NOW,
THERE’S BEEN NO EASY WAY FOR NON-TECHNICAL BUSINESS USERS TO
DEPLOY INFORMATION GENERATED IN SHAREPOINT ON WEBSITES.

• Publish SharePoint
content as XHTML 1.0
Strict

IMMEDIACY SHAREPOINT CONNECTOR ENABLES YOU TO SURFACE CONTENT
INTO YOUR IMMEDIACY CMS, ADDING AMAZING EXTRA FUNCTIONALITY SUCH
AS FORMS, CALENDARS AND WEB PARTS, WITHOUT HAVING TO PAY OUT ON EXTRA
MICROSOFT SERVER LICENCES AND CLIENT ACCESS LICENCES WHENEVER YOUR
SHAREPOINT DEPLOYMENTS EXPAND.

• Enforce WCAG 1.0
single-A, double-A or
triple-A accessibility
compliance

best of both

• Integrate SharePoint
Lists, Views and
documents
• Deploy two-way
SharePoint connectivity
• Auto-categorise
SharePoint content
with Immediacy TCM

Simply, SharePoint Connector enables you to exploit WSS
3.0 Lists and Views. It provides a non-technical interface for
accessing and manipulating table-structured data so that you
can easily publish Lists, Views and documents held within
SharePoint Services (WSS 3.0).
Teams within your organisation can use SharePoint to
compile data and document libraries and then publish these
as accessible, performant web content.

• WSS 3.0 Lists and Views can be displayed via Immediacy driven websites
• SharePoint Connector can be conﬁgured to capture content (forms) and publish
back to SharePoint in a ‘disconnected’ technology environment
• In public websites or extranets, Immediacy Deployment Server can be conﬁgured
to download information collected via the SharePoint Connector plug-in into
the original WSS 3.0 List
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Key beneﬁts:

IMMEDIACY TAXONOMY AND CATEGORISATION MANAGER (TCM): ENFORCE TAXONOMIES
AND BOOST CONTENT RELEVANCE AND SEARCHABILITY

• Makes taxonomies
fast and easy to build
and manage

DEVELOPED IN COOPERATION WITH BUSINESS AND PUBLIC SECTOR USERS, THE
IMMEDIACY TAXONOMY AND CATEGORISATION MANAGER (TCM) ENABLES YOU TO
REGULATE CONTENT ACCORDING TO COMPLEX, INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC TAXONOMIES,
SUCH AS THOSE USED IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN INTUITIVE AND COST-EFFECTIVE WAYS.

perfect match

• Manage taxonomies
alongside community
generated tags

Website managers and content
owners can easily create, manage
and enforce any appropriate
taxonomy and classiﬁcation scheme
for web assets. The complex task of
building taxonomies from scratch
becomes a fast, simple process.
It’s fast and easy for authors to
categorise their content and improve
ﬁndability for a range of target
audiences. And your users will
quickly appreciate the difference.
Sites developed and categorised
with Immediacy TCM ensures a
fast, dynamic, interactive user
experience, with content tuned
to reﬂect their needs.
Smart algorithms automatically
extract keywords, create an
abstract of the content (web
pages or documents), and
categorise it against a predeﬁned taxonomy or classiﬁcation
scheme. You can then either accept
what has been generated, or ﬁlter
and edit keywords and descriptions
to increase the relevance of
search results.

With TCM you can:
• Build and manage multiple
taxonomies
• Import or create an industryor business-speciﬁc taxonomy
or classiﬁcation scheme
• Automatically categorise and
enrich information as part of
the content creation process,
improving speed, accuracy
and consistency.
• Increase the relevance of search
results through a combination of
smart algorithms and user input
• Give your website community
appeal with a user-generated
folksonomy to reﬂect popular
search terms. Folksonomies can
be tied in with business taxonomy
• Introduce a discipline for
structuring, managing and
retaining information according
to industry and government
guidelines, regulation and
legislation
• Enforce compliance with your
standard taxonomies across
all websites

• Connects different
sets of information
through easy ‘related
too’ tools
• Improves the quality
and relevance of
search results
• Ensures accurate
and consistent
categorisation and
enrichment
• Encourages high
user adoption and
participation

Save time, money and effort
with Immediacy TCM’s intuitive
management interface and
integrated automatic
categorisation capabilities.
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PRACTICAL AND
Key beneﬁts: With very little
STRAIGHTFORWARD.
technical know-how, business users
soon bemuch
creating,
managing
•can
Deploy
larger
and controlling content just the way
websites, while making
they want to. Immediacy is intuitive
sure
all the
content
is
and
interacts
with
users through
a
consistently
familiar,
Microsoftproduced
Outlook-style user
interface
incorporating
Microsoft
and managed
to the
Word
toolbars.
same
high standards,

IMMEDIACY DEPLOYMENT SERVER (DS): FOR TRULY SEAMLESS
CONTENT ENGINEERING AND DELIVERY
IMMEDIACY DS SPEEDS UP THE TRANSFER OF CONTENT FROM THE STAGING
ENVIRONMENT TO A PRODUCTION SERVER. IT MAKES IT EASY FOR YOU TO DEPLOY
MUCH LARGER WEBSITES, PROVIDES EXCELLENT DISASTER RECOVERY, AND ALLOWS
SWIFT AND SIMPLE UPGRADES WITH LITTLE OR NO DOWNTIME.

wherever it’s delivered

Immediacy DS provides a robust,
secure and scalable environment for
customised, two-way synchronisation for web applications that share
multiple servers or where multiple
instances of the application run on
the same server.

POWERFUL DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORM. Our .Net 2/3 framework
•makes
Enhanced
back-up
it easy for
your developers to
mechanisms
increase withcreate
smart site functionality
out
expert help
or having
to struggle
resilience
and
business
with
complex
developer
tools.
And
continuity
there’s still plenty of scope for skill
and imagination. Your technical peo•pleProvide
capacity
onhow easy it
will really
appreciate
demand
in
virtualised
is to ‘get under the bonnet’ to build
and
ﬁne-tune your web
environments
and applications.
add

PRODUCTION

STAGING
Reykjavík

You can deploy websites to different
territories, giving you exceptional
scope to manage content for a
diverse, global user community,
while keeping control of your
content in one place.

Oslo

WEB SERVER

Helsinki
Stockholm

PRODUCTION

The DS will only upload content
that is new or different since the
previous upload. Content served and
absorbed from multiple locations is
in sync and consistent throughout
your organisation’s web presence.

in sync

DATABASE

Moscow
Dublin

London
Paris

Berlin

Kiev

Vienna

Sofiya

Rome
Washington

Lisbon

WEB SERVER

AFFORDABLE WITH RAPID
your web server
AND TANGIBLE RETURNS.
infrastructure
Immediacy
reﬂects the need for
quick, ﬂexible, affordable imple•mentation,
Upload and
synchronise
and gives
you more for
your
money. Projects
arrive on time
(round-trip)
content
and
withinservers
budget –in
expertly and
across
rapidly installed by our accredited
different parts of the
engineers. Our pricing model makes
country
orproportionate
the world to the
costs
directly
resources you use: Immediacy WCM
in with any
size site and budget,
•ﬁts
Optimise
content
with
the
potential
to start small and
deployment and
expand to needs of the world’s largdistribution
est organisations.

Budapest

WEB SERVER

Ottawa

extra resilience to

Warsaw

Tbilisi

Ankara

Madrid
Athens

Tehran

PRODUCTION
Beijing
Kabul

Tokyo

Baghdad

DATABASE

Cairo

DATABASE

Riyadh

New Delhi
Dhaka

WEB SERVER

Mexico City

PRODUCTION

Hanoi
Viangchan

DATABASE

Bangkok

Colombo

PRODUCTION

Singapore

Nairobi
Kinshasa

PRODUCTION

WEB SERVER

Lima
Brasilia

WEB SERVER
DATABASE

Buenos Aires

DATABASE

WEB SERVER
DATABASE

Pretoria

Canberra

“There is no “best” web content
management system. I don’t believe
in magic quadrants, leaders-andlaggards, and other horserace-style
evaluation approaches. Neither
should you. The best CMS for you
is the one that best matches your
needs-your budget, scope, and type
of project – in short, the one that ﬁts
best for your web publishing and
interaction scenarios.”
Tony Byrne,
founder of CMS Watch
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ACCESSIBILITY: MAKE SURE WITH OUR BUILT-IN COMPLIANCE CHECKER
SUCCESSFUL CONTENT MANAGEMENT DEMANDS THAT YOU DELEGATE PUBLISHING
CAPABILITIES TO NON-TECHNICAL USERS, BUT THIS THREATENS THE ABILITY FOR
SITES TO REMAIN COMPLIANT AND UP TO DATE WITH KEY LEGISLATION AND
REGULATION. WHAT MAY BE A COMPLIANT SITE AT LAUNCH COULD END UP
BREAKING THE RULES AS NEW CONTENT IS ADDED AND UPDATED.

SOCIAL COMPUTING: EXPLOITING THE ‘MYSPACE’
PHENOMENON TO DRIVE COLLABORATION AND INTERACTION
RIGHT FROM THE START, IMMEDIACY SOFTWARE HAS
BEEN AHEAD OF ITS TIME, COMING TO THE MARKET WITH
A VERY ‘WEB 2.0’ PHILOSOPHY.

community spirit
Most accessibility checking tools inspect content after it has gone live – which is too late.
What’s more, the technical language of the associated reporting tools increases the margin
for error and delay – and requires technical expertise to implement recommended changes.
Our built-in compliance checker gives you peace of mind by automating the 220-plus
checks required to achieve single-A, double-A or triple-A standards for compliance with
key legislation such as the Disability Discrimination Act.
The checker lists known or potential
accessibility violations on the page
and displays a warning message
when content fails to meet an
established guideline. Known
failures must be ﬁxed before the
page can be published – and
potential problems are identiﬁed for
further investigation. Simply moving
the mouse over a speciﬁc warning
message in the list high-lights them
in the page and provides a “How
to Fix” link for further guidance in
resolving violations.

Authors, editors and administrators
can check the status of the content at
any time during the editing process
by clicking on the accessibility icon
on the editor toolbar.

The Immediacy compliance checker
offers outstanding ease of use.
Authors can easily see or ﬁx
accessibility problems without
having to edit HTML source code
– and the process teaches nontechnical contributors how to create
accessible content.

• Easily created ‘My
Page’ and proﬁles
• Blog capabilities
• Leverage folksonomy
into the business
environment
• Better search rankings
• Try, tune and repeat

Our vision of ‘content management for all’ sought to break
down the over-engineered and over-priced solutions of the
1990s with a solution that was simple, powerful and affordable
and took web publishing capability to the masses.
Now, the rest of the world seems to be catching up.
To us, Web 2.0 – or, as we prefer to call it, social computing,
is nothing new. The Immediacy WCM suite is primed to enable
you to capitalise on the widespread appeal of community
websites and the blogosphere.
• Combines ease of use with a
technically rich user experience
• Easily created ‘My Page’ and
proﬁles help to deliver the content,
context and connections on which
social interaction can ﬂourish.
• Blog capabilities make it easy for
your users to create and comment
on topical content.
• Immediacy WCMs creates a
platform for community-driven
tags (folksonomies) and business
taxonomies to co-exist.
• Immediacy WCMs leverages
infrastructure-based collaboration
(WSS 3.0) through connectors and
integration, rather than trying to
re-invent tried and tested
technologies.

Social computing:

• Speciﬁc capabilities have been
developed to improve search
rankings and enable users to
execute Long Tail SEO strategies.
• Immediacy WCMs integrates with
Google Analytics to make it easier
for you to try, tune and repeat –
a highly successful approach to
boost your site trafﬁc and convert
enquiries into new business.
• The use of standard protocols
such as XML, SOAP and WebDAV,
together with our developer API,
makes for simpler and effective
applications integration and
accessibility through widely
accepted and familiar user and
developer interfaces.

• Familiar user and
developer interfaces

Accessibility compliance:
• 220-plus checks against
single-A, double-A and
triple-A standards
• Outstanding ease of
use – click to check
• Warns of known or
potential problems
• How to ﬁx link
• Encourages best
practice in content
creation and editing
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Immediacy WCM helps
improve your search
engine rankings through:

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION (SEO): THE SMART WAY TO HIT YOUR TARGET.
TODAY, THERE ARE MORE THAN 100 MILLION SITES VYING FOR THE ATTENTION
OF MORE THAN A BILLION USERS WORLDWIDE. AT LEAST 80 PER CENT OF THEM
WILL USE A SEARCH ENGINE TO FIND THE GOODS, SERVICES AND INFORMATION
THEY WANT. YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO ANTICIPATE HOW PEOPLE LOOK FOR
INFORMATION, AND EXPLOIT THE WAY SEARCH ENGINES OPERATE TO
INCREASE THE CHANCES OF THEM BEATING A PATH TO YOUR DOOR.

• Built-in, search-engine
friendly capabilities such
as compliance to XHTML
1.0 Strict, friendly URLs,
automatically generated
site maps and easy-tomanage page title tags,
header tags and Robots.
txt

IT’S IMPORTANT NOT SIMPLY TO BE ABLE TO CAPITALISE ON THE SEARCH TERMS,
BUT FOR YOUR SITE TO APPEAR IN THOSE AREAS ON THE PAGE TO WHICH USERS
ARE TYPICALLY DRAWN – HIGHLIGHTED IN A RECENT REPORT FROM EYETOOLS1,
AS THE ‘GOLDEN TRIANGLE’.

• Empowering users to
create search enginefriendly content,
keywords and metadata
to boost the quality and
relevance of results

top ranking

• Avoiding pitfalls such
as duplicated content
and titles, spelling
errors, dubious link
arrangements and poor
SEO practices

There are three ways of upping your search engine rankings:
Pay-Per-Click (PPC) advertising, Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO) and creating and refreshing high quality content.
PPC is fast and simple to set up,
offering a rapid, reliable strategy for
increasing trafﬁc to your site. But if
your products and services compete
in a hotly contested market then the
‘cost-per-click’ could well be several
pounds, because everyone is
chasing a handful of competitive
terms and wants to be in that
golden triangle.

1

www.eyetools.com

2

Chris Anderson, Wired Magazine, www.longtail.com

SEO takes the more sophisticated,
Long Tail2 approach – qualifying
the popular, competitive search
terms with extra keywords to
narrow the search and increase
the chances of coming up in the
golden triangle. This means that
you can more easily get to the top
of search engine results by logically
extending competitive phrases such
as ‘content management’ with other
keywords such as geographical
descriptors (countries, counties, towns
and postcodes) and technological
descriptors (hardware, operating
systems and software).

Compared with PPC, SEO can
achieve higher page rankings for
a smaller budget. Once you have
understood and deployed the
technique throughout your pages,
you are likely to drive a higher rate
of click-throughs organically. What’s
more, once you get it right – it tends
to stay right.
Immediacy was one of the ﬁrst WCM
providers to recognise the value of
the Long Tail theory in the context
of SEO. We use it ourselves and
have leveraged this experience to
help customers achieve signiﬁcantly
improved rankings.

“In the past we have had
difﬁculties reaching high listings
in the major search engines. Our
previous CMS solution was not
search engine friendly. The
generation of unclean code,
unfriendly URLs and inability
to create meta tags limited us
in what could be achieved with
search engine rankings.
Immediacy has provided a
solution to all of these problems
and our rankings have
certainly improved,”
Ross Finch, Webmaster
Ramsay Healthcare UK
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At a glance:

SERVICE AND SUPPORT: HELPING YOU TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR APPLICATION

in touch
THE GLOBAL PARTNER NETWORK.
Our accredited partners are crucial
to the integrity of Immediacy
deployments. These are specialists,
chosen for their exceptional
expertise in deploying optimised,
best practice Immediacy
implementations in speciﬁc industry
sectors such as local government,
charities, manufacturing, and
speciﬁc applications such as customer
relationship management (CRM) and
supply chain integration.
Working through an accredited
partner ensures a stable, robust
implementation, locally delivered by
a team with the vertical market and
applications know-how to deliver
your internet vision.
Global Partners have Gold,
Advanced or Certiﬁed status –
and you can check their
credentials easily on our
website to find the most
suitable partner for your project.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.
Our professional team of
consultants provides a centre of
excellence to assist our customers
and global partners in the
deployment of technically
complex projects.
Developer Days can be
arranged on request to provide
speciﬁc onsite advice, guidance
and hands-on assistance.

• Optimised, best
practice Immediacy
implementations through
accredited partners

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT.
If you deploy Immediacy via a
partner organisation, their account
team should always be your ﬁrst
contact for advice, guidance,
upgrades and ongoing development.
But it’s also important for you to
be able to pass on any issues,
experiences or suggestions directly
to the Immediacy engine room,
which we can use to inﬂuence how
we evolve the software from here
on. To this end, we’ve established
our own account management team,
committed to work on your behalf
and make sure you have a real say
in how Immediacy will evolve in the
months and years to come. Your
account manager will ensure
continuity between the Immediacy
and Global Partner professionals
engaged in developing and
supporting your installation.

TRAINING.
We run a comprehensive programme
of courses for business users,
designers and developers at our
training centre, and can also
provide onsite, tailored courses
on request.
Your people will quickly learn how
to use and administer Immediacy
software, how to build their own
templates and menus, and how to
customise your application with the
clever use of standard, premium or
custom-written plug-ins.
COMMUNITY FORUM.
The online Immediacy Community
Forum is proving invaluable in
bringing customers and partners
together to share ideas, experiences
and concerns.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
AND MAINTENANCE.
Immediacy WCMs is a constantly
evolving product, and you need to
be able to beneﬁt from any new
features and functionality the
moment it’s available.
The Annual Support and
Maintenance Contract gives you
the assurance of a continued and
growing return on investment by
providing outstanding technical
support via our ITIL trained
service desk agents.
We offer two types of support
contract: Standard, covering you
from 8.30am to 5.30pm weekdays,
and Premium, providing cover 24x7,
all year.
Both qualify for support from the
Immediacy Technical Assurance
and Assistance Centre (ITAAC),
and include online, round-the-clock
access to the Immediacy Customer
Support site, where you can ﬁnd out
about new products, hot ﬁxes and
technical tips to help you get more
from our software. More complex
issues can be reported online to the
developer team for rapid diagnosis
and resolution.

2 - Annual Support and Maintenance Contract runs concurrently with product warranty
3 - Excluding public holidays.

• Dedicated account
management team
ensures lifelong quality
of service
• Immediacy professional
services available to help
with technically complex
projects
• Online, 24x365 access
to Immediacy Customer
Support site
• Comprehensive
training options – on
or offsite, standard or
customised
• Active online user
community builds
greater understanding
and value

www.immediacy.net

IMMEDIACY HAS OVER 300 CMS
IMPLEMENTATIONS WORLDWIDE.
OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

THE BEST PLACE TO GO FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE
IMMEDIACY WCM SUITE IS OUR WEBSITE WWW.IMMEDIACY.NET,
WHERE YOU CAN SEE OUR SOFTWARE IN ACTION, FIND MORE DETAILED
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, CHECK OUT OUR GLOBAL PARTNERS,
READ ABOUT OUR CUSTOMERS, DOWNLOAD WHITE PAPERS AND CATCH
UP ON THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS AND EVENTS.

next steps
Why not visit our website and explore our online video
demonstrations, analyst reports and white papers?
Or contact us on +44 (0)1202 250000 and ask to speak
to one of our New Business Development team.

AVIS EUROPE
BAKER TILLY
BBC PEOPLE
BBC WORLDWIDE
BROXBOURNE DISTRICT COUNCIL
BRITISH HEART FOUNDATION
BRITISH GYPSUM
BRITISH MUSEUM
BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE
CAMELOT GROUP
CHILDREN’S MUTUAL
CRIMINAL RECORDS BUREAU
DSGi (CURRYS)
J O HAMBRO INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
JPMORGAN CHASE
KNAUF INSULATION
LONDON BOROUGH OF TOWER HAMLETS
MERSEY CARE NHS TRUST
NATIONAL CHILDREN’S BUREAU
NATIONAL EXPRESS
ntl:TELEWEST BUSINESS
PINSENT MASONS
RAMSAY HEALTHCARE UK
REDBRIDGE HOMES
SAGE UK
UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER
VIRGIN RETAIL
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